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Abstract. The cheque field extraction is a critical step in automating bank cheque
processing and is the first step in implementing a cheque recognition system.Many
approaches for extracting the bank cheques components have been suggested.
However, the complexity of the backdrop, the design variety of bank cheques, the
variety of font sizes, and different patterns of writing remain a difficulty that neces-
sitates the employment of precise algorithms. In this paper, we present a novel
approach to extract the bank cheque components, in presented approach we used
an innovative model called Faster R-CNN. This model represents the pinnacle of
object recognition since it eliminates the need to manually extract image features
and instead segments images to provide candidate region suggestions automati-
cally. The IDRBTCheque ImageDataset is used to train and test the Faster R-CNN
model. The findings demonstrate that the model is capable of properly detecting
the bank cheque fields. The extraction of bank cheque fields using Faster R-CNN
achieves an accuracy of 97.4%, which outperforms other techniques.
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1 Introduction

A cheque is a document that instructs a bank to transfer a specified amount of money
from a person’s account to the person named on the cheque. The cheque includes printed
identifying information and handwritten information. The printed fields in magnetic ink
on the cheques are the number of account and bank code. While, the handwritten fields
include the payee, date, courtesy amount (numerical format), the amount to be paid
(legal amount), and the signature of the cheque’ writer. Extract the bank cheque fields
is to locate the bank cheque fields and segmenting this fields by using computer vision
technologies.

The extraction of cheque fields is the critical step of automation of cheque processing.
Only after completing the extraction step, the process of recognizing the payee, courtesy
amount, and signature can be started. Developing an effective cheque fields extraction
system, on the other hand, is a challenging undertaking, especially when the cheques
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Fig. 1. Fields in a bank Cheque

have intricate and colorful backgrounds. In real applications, bank cheques may contain
a variety of colorful backgrounds. In such cases, it is very difficult to find a thresholding
method that will produce a satisfactory binarized image. Bank cheques do not conform
to a single global standard. Even within the same country, cheques come in a variety of
sizes and background colors. Cheques are issued in several sizes, and each bank offers its
own collection of background drawings. On an international basis, the cheque fields are
not located in the same place on the cheque, and cannot be located in terms of coordinates
alone; no special box or icon is provided to help locate the cheque fields. However, a
more general method is needed to extract cheque fields or for a system intended to handle
international cheques, one that cannot benefit from any particular document structure.

In this paper, we present a novel approach, in this approach we extend the use of
deep learning to extract bank cheque content. We use an advanced method called Faster
R-CNN. Faster R-CNN is an improved version of R-CNN, which combines region
proposals with CNNs. This represents the highest level in the field of object detection
by now. The proposed approach is a critical step in automating bank cheque processing,
it is an automatic segmentation step of bank cheque regions (Fig. 1).

2 Related Work and Overview

2.1 Related Work

Several methods for extract bank cheque fields are proposed, some of them extract
handwritten fields, in [1] proposed a system to detect the handwritten items from bank
cheque images; the system adjusted and evaluated for extraction of numeral format
amounts in US cheques and Brazilian cheques. This method consists of three stages:
arranging data into linked blocks finding possible string candidates and deciding which
string best depicts the courtesy amount in [2] Proposed an approach for detecting and
recognizing the fields of the signature and amount in the digital format in cheque image,
in the proposed approach, the processing is divided into five parts, the courtesy amount
and signature are manually selected from a preprocessed cheque image.

In [3] proposed approach for Extraction of Signatures from Cheques image, the
sliding windowmethod is used to determine the approximate area in which the signature
is located. In this method, a windowwith adjustable height and width is dragged over the
picture one pixel at a time, and the density of pixels within the window is determined.
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This density is then used to calculate the entropy, which aids in fitting the box that can
segment the signature.

In [4] The proposed approach used the detect lines to the extraction of significant
areas from a cheque image..

A collection of heuristic rules encoded in histograms are applied to extract courtesy
amount region. Approaches to extraction that make use of linked component analysis
and the surrounding bounding box have also been highlighted in research works.[5].

In [6] Proposed technique uses Cartesian coordinate space to partition the cheque
picture into interesting areas, at first the converting cheque image into grayscale for the
purpose of decrease size, and the vertical and horizontal scanning of grayscale image
for locating the AROI, finally, segmentation of the AROI regions.

Somemethod extract printed fields from cheque image, in [7], the proposed approach
utilized cheque template structures to segment the printed items from cheque images.
Template structures are determined by extracting the MICR code from the input cheque
image. Important fields region is segmented, and the printed data is recognized.

2.2 Faster RCNN

Faster R-CNN [8] is a DCN model, it is using to object detection, this model is an
extension of Fast R-CNN [9]. As its name implies, Faster R-CNN outperformed in
speed on Fast R-CNN due to RPN.

The Faster RCNN structure consists of ConvNet layers, region proposal generation
Network, region of interest pooling [11], and classifier. The structure of Faster R-CNN
is shown in Fig. 2.

The Convolutional neural network is used as a feature maps extractor [10], region
proposal network aim to generate the region proposal from extracted features map by
sharing it with ROI pooling.

Fig. 2. Structure of Faster R-CNN
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3 Methodology

The cheque fields extraction system architecture is described in this part. Figure 3 depicts
the structure of cheque fields extraction system, first, the cheque image is fed to backbone
convNet to extract the feature map, then the feature map extracted is fed to the PRN
network for generates the region proposal, then the Roi Pooling layer uses to extract the
proposal feature from feature Maps extracted, finally, the proposal feature is fed to two
fully connected layers for predicting the cheque field locations and a class of filed.

3.1 ConvNet Layers

AConvolutional neural network can be used as a feature maps extractor. In the study, we
use the VGG16 network as the CNN model for extraction of features map. This serves
as a backbone for both the region Proposal network and convNet. The VGG-16 has 13
convolutional layers divided into five network phases by 4 max-pooling layers with relu
activation function, which are used to extract various levels and scales of feature maps,
we modified it to get the feature map (Feature size: 60, 40, 512) and skip the last 2 fully
connected layers.

3.2 Region Proposal Networks

The RPN module [8] is in charge of creating region proposals. It makes use of the idea
of attention in neural networks to direct the Fast R-CNN detection module where to seek
for items in the image. To generate the region proposals, a 3x3 sliding window from the
convNet layer output feature map is passed through the PRN. For each spatial point, the
anchor box is sent to the regression and classification layers with varied aspect ratios
and varying scales centered, as shown in Fig. 4, let k represent the number of anchors
at a location. We estimate three aspect ratios and four scales, yielding k = 12 different
anchors at a particular location. The classification layer output is a probability that the
anchor box information is object or background, while the regression layer provided
anchor boxes offsets.

3.3 Region of Interest Pooling Layer

Region of interest pooling layer purpose is to perform max pooling on inputs of non-
uniform sizes to obtain fixed-size feature maps. The proposal suggested by RPN and

Fig. 3. Cheque fields extraction system architecture
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Fig. 4. Region proposal

A fixed-size feature map obtained from backbone convNet are passed to Roi pooling
layer, The ROI layer divides the region corresponding to a proposal from the backbone
feature map into a specified number of sub-windows, Then, max-pooling is applied to
these sub-windows to get a fixed-size output.

3.4 Classification Layers

Classification layers have two fully connected layers, and two parallel sister branches,
respectively, for classifying the area proposal and exact bounding box regression. The
classification branch is a binary classification layer with a softmax activation function to
distinguish respectively between the cheque fields and the background. Once the region
proposal is expected to encapsulate cheque fields, the regression branch outputs a tetrad
(x,y,w,h), indicating the exact bounding box of cheque fields in the input image based
on the region proposal.

4 Experiment and Results

4.1 Dataset

The IDRBTCheque Image dataset [15] is used in this work.We created an annotation on
the dataset to suitable the faster RCNN model, partially presented in Fig. 4, the dataset
consists of 112 cheque images collected from Indian banks, the size of original images is
2372× 1093, the cheque images written by 9 volunteers in English language, in writing
cheques the 14 pens with blue and black ink are used.

To train the Faster R-CNN on IDRBT dataset, we first resized the cheque images
into 416 × 416 for purpose of reducing the model training time, and then we manually
annotate them, as the Faster R-CNN demands. To accomplish the annotation task, we
use the graphical image annotation application LabelImg designed by [16]. LabelImg is
a Python program with a Qt graphical user interface; in LabelImg, the first step is pre-
defining the classes of cheque bank fields, and then annotations the image of cheques
by drawing a rectangular surrounding the cheque’ fields with labeling them as shown in
Fig. 4, finally, saving the annotation file as a JSON file.
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Fig. 5. Samples from modified dataset

4.2 Experiment Results

In this part, the below extraction results have been achieved using Faster R-CNN. Some
samples of the model’s testing results for extracting bank cheque fields are shown in
Fig. 5. It can be observed that the Faster R-CNN is capable of properly detecting the
Indian bank cheque fields. Table 1 shows the outcomes of utilizing Faster R-CNN
retrained on our dataset, which consists of six classes of cheque fields. The dataset
consists of 112 cheque images; 101 images for training and 11 images for testing; all
cheques are written in English. The various font sizes and patterns of writing the cheques
in the dataset increase the model’s ability to extract ROI (fields) from Indian cheques
that are written in English. In order to increase the ability of the proposed model to
extract the ROI (fields) from Indian cheques that are written in other Indian regional lan-
guages, the dataset has to be extended to include various regional languages and retrain
the model. The Faster R-CNN model performance is assessed in 2 way: classification
precision and bounding box prediction precision, also known as regression accuracy.
We can observe that the classification’s mean Average Precision (mAP) is reached 97.4
percent. Comparison of different cheque fields extraction methods’ Performance is iden-
tified in Table 2. As evidenced by the experimental findings, the Faster R-CNN surpasses
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the other techniques. Figure 6 is shown the outcomes of RPN network loss. The model
realizes minimal loss through the training of the model, as can be observed. In the
RPN network, the minimal classification and regression losses are 0.0194 and 0.490,
respectively (Fig. 7).

Fig. 6. Samples of cheque fields’ extraction result

Table 1. Accuracy rate of classification and regression

Classes Date Courtesy
amount

Legal amount Account
number

Signature Time of
testing(s)

Classification
accuracy

1 0.99 0.91 0.98 0.99 25

Regression
accuracy

1 0.99 0.93 .98 0.99
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Table 2. Comparison of different cheque fields extraction approaches’ Performance

Cheque
field

Method/Accuracy

[3] [12] [13] [2] [14] [4] [7] our

Date – Prior
knowledge
position/NA

– – – based on
identification
of important
lines/NA
accuracy

Template
Matching
method/NA
accuracy

Faster
R-CNN/97.4%Courtesy

amount
– ROI based

segmentation/95%
Manually
selected/NA

recursive
thresholding
algorithm/90%

Legal
amount

– – –

Payee – – –

Account
No

– Prior
knowledge
position/NA

– – –

Signature Sliding
window
method
/99.26%

ROI based
segmentation/91%

Manually
selected/NA

–

Fig. 7. The RPN network loss outcomes

5 Conclusion

In this work, we used Faster R-CNN to extract bank cheque fields, the Faster R-CNN
is a novel object detection method. We modified The IDRBT Cheque Image dataset by
creating an annotations to suitable the faster RCNN model. The Faster R-CNN model
trained and tested on 112 bank cheque images. The model achieves a mAP value that is
97.4%.The outcomes we got shows that the Faster R-CNN model is capable of properly
extracting the bank cheques fields.However, as compared to previous techniques, deep
learning improves the effectiveness of the detection method.
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which permits any noncommercial use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any
medium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source,
provide a link to the Creative Commons license and indicate if changes were made.

The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the chapter’s Creative
Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material is not
included in the chapter’s Creative Commons license and your intended use is not permitted by
statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from
the copyright holder.
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